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All Noun 8s- D 

DABBINGS ABBDGINS DABBING, act of dabbing [n] 

DABBLERS ABBDELRS DABBLER, one that dabbles (to involve oneself in superficial interest) [n] 

DABBLING ABBDGILN superficial interest [n -S]  

DABCHICK ABCCDHIK small grebe [n -S] 

DABSTERS ABDERSST DABSTER, dabbler (one that dabbles (to involve oneself in superficial interest)) [n] 

DACTYLIC ACCDILTY verse consisting of dactyls [n -S] 

DACTYLUS ACDLSTUY leg joint of certain insects [n -LI] 

DADAISMS AADDIMSS DADAISM, dada movement [n] 

DADAISTS AADDISST DADAIST, follower of dadaism [n] 

DAEMONES ADEEMNOS DAEMON, daimon (attendant spirit) [n] 

DAFFODIL ADDFFILO flowering plant [n -S] 

DAFTNESS ADEFNSST quality of being daft (insane (mentally unsound)) [n -ES] 

DAGLOCKS ACDGKLOS DAGLOCK, dirty or tangled lock of wool [n] 

DAGWOODS ADDGOOSW DAGWOOD, large sandwich [n] 

DAHABEAH AAABDEHH large passenger boat [n -S] 

DAHABIAH AAABDHHI dahabeah (large passenger boat) [n -S] 

DAHABIEH AABDEHHI dahabeah (large passenger boat) [n -S] 

DAHABIYA AAABDHIY dahabeah (large passenger boat) [n -S] 

DAIDZEIN ADDEIINZ chemical found chiefly in soybeans [n -S] 

DAIMONES ADEIMNOS DAIMON, attendant spirit [n] 

DAINTIES ADEIINST DAINTY, something delicious [n] 

DAIQUIRI ADIIIQRU cocktail [n -S] 

DAIRYING ADGIINRY business of dairy [n -S] 

DAIRYMAN AADIMNRY man who works in or owns dairy [n -MEN] 

DAIRYMEN ADEIMNRY DAIRYMAN, man who works in or owns dairy [n] 

DAISHIKI ADHIIIKS dashiki (African tunic) [n -S] 

DAKERHEN ADEEHKNR European bird [n -S] 

DALAPONS AADLNOPS DALAPON, herbicide used on unwanted grasses [n] 

DALESMAN AADELMNS one living in dale [n -MEN] 

DALESMEN ADEELMNS DALESMAN, one living in dale [n] 

DALLIERS ADEILLRS DALLIER, one that dallies (to waste time) [n] 

DALMATIC AACDILMT wide-sleeved vestment [n -S] 

DAMAGERS AADEGMRS DAMAGER, one that damages (to injure (to do or cause injury to)) [n] 

DAMEWORT ADEMORTW flowering plant [n -S] 

DAMFOOLS ADFLMOOS DAMFOOL, stupid or foolish person [n] 

DAMIANAS AAADIMNS DAMIANA, tropical American shrub [n] 

DAMNDEST ADDEMNST utmost (greatest degree or amount) [n -S] 

DAMNESTS ADEMNSST DAMNEST, damndest (utmost (greatest degree or amount)) [n] 

DAMOSELS ADELMOSS DAMOSEL, damsel (maiden (young unmarried woman)) [n] 

DAMOZELS ADELMOSZ DAMOZEL, damsel (maiden (young unmarried woman)) [n] 

DAMPENER ADEEMNPR one that dampens (to moisten (to make or become moist)) [n -S] 

DAMPINGS ADGIMNPS DAMPING, ability of device to prevent instability [n] 

DAMPNESS ADEMNPSS state of being damp (moist (slightly wet)) [n -ES] 

DANAZOLS AADLNOSZ DANAZOL, synthetic androgen [n] 

DANDLERS ADDELNRS DANDLER, one that dandles (to fondle (to caress)) [n] 
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DANDRIFF ADDFFINR dandruff (scurf that forms on scalp) [n -S] 

DANDRUFF ADDFFNRU scurf that forms on scalp [n -S] 

DANDYISM ADDIMNSY style or conduct of dandy [n -S] 

DANEGELD ADDEEGLN annual tax in medieval England [n -S] 

DANEGELT ADEEGLNT danegeld (annual tax in medieval England) [n -S] 

DANEWEED ADDEEENW danewort (flowering plant) [n -S] 

DANEWORT ADENORTW flowering plant [n -S] 

DANGLERS ADEGLNRS DANGLER, one that dangles (to hang loosely) [n] 

DANISHES ADEHINSS DANISH, pastry of raised dough [n] 

DANKNESS ADEKNNSS state of being dank (unpleasantly damp) [n -ES] 

DANSEURS ADENRSSU DANSEUR, male ballet dancer [n] 

DANSEUSE ADEENSSU female ballet dancer [n -S] 

DAPHNIAS AADHINPS DAPHNIA, minute crustacean [n] 

DAPSONES ADENOPSS DAPSONE, medicinal substance [n] 

DARIOLES ADEILORS DARIOLE, type of pastry filled with cream, custard, or jelly [n] 

DARKENER ADEEKNRR one that darkens (to make dark) [n -S] 

DARKLING ADGIKLNR dark [n -S] 

DARKNESS ADEKNRSS state of being dark (having little or no light) [n -ES] 

DARKROOM ADKMOORR room in which film is processed [n -S] 

DARLINGS ADGILNRS DARLING, much-loved person [n] 

DARNDEST ADDENRST damndest (utmost (greatest degree or amount)) [n -S] 

DARNESTS ADENRSST DARNEST, damndest (utmost (greatest degree or amount)) [n] 

DARNINGS ADGINNRS DARNING, things to be darned [n] 

DARSHANS AADHNRSS DARSHAN, Hindu blessing [n] 

DASHCAMS AACDHMSS DASHCAM, video camera mounted on dashboard [n] 

DASHEENS ADEEHNSS DASHEEN, tropical plant [n] 

DASHIKIS ADHIIKSS DASHIKI, African tunic [n] 

DASHPOTS ADHOPSST DASHPOT, shock absorber [n] 

DASTARDS AADDRSST DASTARD, base coward [n] 

DASYURES ADERSSUY DASYURE, flesh-eating mammal [n] 

DATABANK AAABDKNT database [n -S] 

DATAFILE AADEFILT digital file containing data [n -S] 

DATARIES AADEIRST DATARY, cardinal in Roman Catholic Church [n] 

DATEBOOK ABDEKOOT notebook for listing appointments [n -S] 

DAUBRIES ABDEIRSU DAUBRY, daubery (bad or inexpert painting) [n] 

DAUGHTER ADEGHRTU female child [n -S] 

DAUNTERS ADENRSTU DAUNTER, one that daunts (to intimidate) [n] 

DAUPHINE ADEHINPU wife of dauphin [n -S] 

DAUPHINS ADHINPSU DAUPHIN, eldest son of French king [n] 

DAWDLERS ADDELRSW DAWDLER, one that dawdles (to waste time) [n] 

DAWNINGS ADGINNSW DAWNING, daybreak (first appearance of light in morning) [n] 

DAYBOOKS ABDKOOSY DAYBOOK, diary (personal journal) [n] 

DAYBREAK AABDEKRY first appearance of light in morning [n -S] 

DAYCARES AACDERSY DAYCARE, care for children and disabled adults during day [n] 

DAYFLIES ADEFILSY DAYFLY, mayfly (winged insect) [n] 

DAYGLOWS ADGLOSWY DAYGLOW, airglow seen during day [n] 
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DAYMARES AADEMRSY DAYMARE, nightmarish fantasy experienced while awake [n] 

DAYPACKS AACDKPSY DAYPACK, bag carrying things that is strapped on one's back [n] 

DAYROOMS ADMOORSY DAYROOM, room for reading and recreation [n] 

DAYSIDES ADDEISSY DAYSIDE, sun side of planet or moon [n] 

DAYSTARS AADRSSTY DAYSTAR, planet visible in east just before sunrise [n] 

DAYTIMES ADEIMSTY DAYTIME, day (time between sunrise and sunset) [n] 

DAYWEARS AADERSWY DAYWEAR, clothing suitable for informal occasions [n] 

DAYWORKS ADKORSWY DAYWORK, work done on daily basis [n] 

DAZZLERS ADELRSZZ DAZZLER, one that dazzles (to blind by bright light) [n] 

DEACONRY ACDENORY clerical office [n -RIES] 

DEADBEAT AABDDEET loafer (one that loafs (to pass time idly)) [n -S] 

DEADBOLT ABDDELOT lock for door [n -S] 

DEADENER ADDEEENR one that deadens (to diminish sensitivity or vigor of) [n -S] 

DEADEYES ADDEEESY DEADEYE, expert marksman [n] 

DEADFALL AADDEFLL type of animal trap [n -S] 

DEADNESS ADDEENSS state of being dead (deprived of life) [n -ES] 

DEADWOOD ADDDEOOW reinforcement in ship's keel [n -S] 

DEAFNESS ADEEFNSS state of being deaf (lacking sense of hearing) [n -ES] 

DEALATES AADEELST DEALATE, insect divested of its wings [n] 

DEALFISH ADEFHILS marine fish [n -ES] 

DEALINGS ADEGILNS DEALING, business transaction [n] 

DEANSHIP ADEHINPS deanery (office of dean) [n -S] 

DEARESTS ADEERSST DEAREST, much-loved person [n] 

DEARNESS ADEENRSS state of being dear (greatly loved) [n -ES] 

DEATHBED ABDDEEHT bed on which person dies [n -S] 

DEATHCUP ACDEHPTU poisonous mushroom [n -S] 

DEBACLES ABCDEELS DEBACLE, sudden collapse [n] 

DEBARKER ABDEEKRR one that removes bark (outer covering of woody plants) [n -S] 

DEBASERS ABDEERSS DEBASER, one that debases (to lower in character, quality, or value) [n] 

DEBATERS ABDEERST DEBATER, one that debates (to argue about) [n] 

DEBILITY BDEIILTY weakness (state of being weak (lacking strength (capacity for exertion or endurance))) [n -TIES] 

DEBONERS BDEENORS DEBONER, bone remover [n] 

DEBOUCHE BCDEEHOU opening for passage of troops [n -S] 

DEBRISES BDEEIRSS DEBRIS, fragments or scattered remains [n] 

DEBUGGER BDEEGGRU one that debugs (to remove bugs from) [n -S] 

DEBUNKER BDEEKNRU one that debunks (to expose sham or falseness of) [n -S] 

DEBUTANT ABDENTTU one who is debuting [n -S] 

DECADENT ACDDEENT one in state of mental or moral decay [n -S] 

DECAGONS ACDEGNOS DECAGON, ten-sided polygon [n] 

DECAGRAM AACDEGMR dekagram (measure equal to ten grams) [n -S] 

DECALOGS ACDEGLOS DECALOG, Ten Commandments [n] 

DECANTER ACDEENRT decorative bottle [n -S] 

DECAPODS ACDDEOPS DECAPOD, ten-legged crustacean [n] 

DECAYERS ACDEERSY DECAYER, one that decays (to decompose) [n] 

DECEASED ACDDEEES deceased person [n -S]  

DECEDENT CDDEEENT deceased person [n -S] 
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DECEIVER CDEEEIRV one that deceives (to mislead by falsehood) [n -S] 

DECEMVIR CDEEIMRV one of body of ten Roman magistrates [n -I, -S] 

DECENARY ACDEENRY tithing (act of levying tithes) [n -RIES] 

DECENNIA ACDEEINN decades (period of ten years) [n DECENNIA] 

DECIARES ACDEEIRS DECIARE, metric unit of area [n] 

DECIBELS BCDEEILS DECIBEL, unit of sound intensity [n] 

DECIDERS CDDEEIRS DECIDER, one that decides (to make choice or judgment) [n] 

DECIDUAE ACDDEEIU DECIDUA, mucous membrane of uterus [n] 

DECIDUAS ACDDEISU DECIDUA, mucous membrane of uterus [n] 

DECIGRAM ACDEGIMR one tenth of gram [n -S] 

DECIMALS ACDEILMS DECIMAL, fraction whose denominator is some power of ten [n] 

DECKHAND ACDDEHKN seaman who performs manual duties [n -S] 

DECKINGS CDEGIKNS DECKING, material for ship's deck (platform serving as floor) [n] 

DECLARER ACDEELRR one that declares (to make known clearly) [n -S] 

DECLINER CDEEILNR one that declines (to refuse (to express oneself as unwilling to accept, do, or comply with)) [n -S] 

DECODERS CDDEEORS DECODER, one that decodes (to convert coded message into plain language) [n] 

DECORUMS CDEMORSU DECORUM, conformity to social conventions [n] 

DECOYERS CDEEORSY DECOYER, one that decoys (to lure into trap) [n] 

DECREERS CDEEERRS DECREER, one that decrees (to order or establish by law or edict) [n] 

DECRETAL ACDEELRT papal edict [n -S] 

DECRIALS ACDEILRS DECRIAL, act of decrying (to denounce (to condemn openly)) [n] 

DECRIERS CDEEIRRS DECRIER, one that decries (to denounce (to condemn openly)) [n] 

DECURIES CDEEIRSU DECURY, group of ten soldiers in ancient Rome [n] 

DECURION CDEINORU commander of decury [n -S] 

DEDENDUM DDDEEMNU root of gear tooth [n -DA, -S] 

DEEMSTER DEEEMRST judicial officer of Isle of Man [n -S] 

DEEPENER DEEEENPR one that deepens (to make deep) [n -S] 

DEEPFAKE ADEEEFKP altered image misrepresenting something actually done [n -S] 

DEEPNESS DEEENPSS quality of being deep (extending far down from surface) [n -ES] 

DEERSKIN DEEIKNRS skin of deer [n -S] 

DEERWEED DDEEEERW bushlike herb [n -S] 

DEERYARD ADDEERRY area where deer herd in winter [n -S] 

DEFACERS ACDEEFRS DEFACER, one that defaces (to mar appearance of) [n] 

DEFAMERS ADEEFMRS DEFAMER, one that defames (to attack good name of) [n] 

DEFEATER ADEEEFRT one that defeats (to win victory over) [n -S] 

DEFECTOR CDEEFORT one that defects (to desert allegiance) [n -S] 

DEFENDER DDEEEFNR one that defends (to protect (to keep from harm, attack, or injury)) [n -S] 

DEFERENT DEEEFNRT imaginary circle around earth [n -S] 

DEFERRAL ADEEFLRR act of deferring (to postpone (to put off to future time)) [n -S] 

DEFERRER DEEEFRRR one that defers (to postpone (to put off to future time)) [n -S] 

DEFIANCE ACDEEFIN bold opposition [n -S] 

DEFICITS CDEFIIST DEFICIT, shortage (insufficient supply or amount) [n] 

DEFILERS DEEFILRS DEFILER, one that defiles (to make dirty) [n] 

DEFINERS DEEFINRS DEFINER, one that defines (to state meaning of) [n] 

DEFINITE DEEFIINT something that is known for certain [n -S] 

DEFLATER ADEEFLRT one that deflates (to release air or gas from) [n -S] 
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DEFLATOR ADEFLORT one that deflates (to release air or gas from) [n -S] 

DEFOAMER ADEEFMOR one that defoams (to remove foam from) [n -S] 

DEFOGGER DEEFGGOR one that defogs (to remove fog from) [n -S] 

DEFORCER CDEEFORR one that deforces (to withhold by force) [n -S] 

DEFORMER DEEFMORR one that deforms (to spoil form of) [n -S] 

DEFRAYAL AADEFLRY act of defraying (to pay (to give money or something of value in exchange for goods or services)) [n -S] 

DEFRAYER ADEEFRRY one that defrays (to pay (to give money or something of value in exchange for goods or services)) [n -S] 

DEFTNESS DEEFNSST  quality of being deft (skillful (having skill (ability to do something well))) [n -ES] 

DEFUSERS DEEFRSSU DEFUSER, one that defuses (to remove fuse from) [n] 

DEGASSER ADEEGRSS one that degasses (to remove gas from) [n -S] 

DEGRADER ADDEEGRR one that degrades (to debase (to lower in character, quality, or value)) [n -S] 

DEHORNER DEEHNORR one that dehorns (to deprive of horns) [n -S] 

DEICIDES CDDEEIIS DEICIDE, killing of god [n] 

DEICTICS CCDEIIST DEICTIC, word or phrase that specifies identity or location [n] 

DEIFIERS DEEFIIRS DEIFIER, one that deifies (to make god of) [n] 

DEIXISES DEEIISSX DEIXIS, specifying function of some words [n] 

DEJEUNER DEEEJNRU late breakfast [n -S] 

DEKAGRAM AADEGKMR measure equal to ten grams [n -S] 

DELAINES ADEEILNS DELAINE, wool fabric [n] 

DELATION ADEILNOT act of delating (to accuse (to make assertion against)) [n -S] 

DELATORS ADELORST DELATOR, one that delates (to accuse (to make assertion against)) [n] 

DELAYERS ADEELRSY DELAYER, one that delays (to put off to later time) [n] 

DELEGACY ACDEEGLY act of delegating (to appoint as one's representative) [n -CIES] 

DELETION DEEILNOT act of deleting (to remove written or printed matter) [n -S] 

DELICACY ACCDEILY choice food [n -CIES] 

DELICATE ACDEEILT delicacy (choice food) [n -S] 

DELIRIUM DEIILMRU wild frenzy [n -IA, -S] 

DELIVERY DEEILRVY act of delivering (to take to intended recipient) [n -RIES] 

DELOUSER DEELORSU one that gets rid of lice [n -S] 

DELTOIDS DDEILOST DELTOID, shoulder muscle [n] 

DELUDERS DDEELRSU DELUDER, one that deludes (to mislead mind or judgment of) [n] 

DELUSION DEILNOSU act of deluding (to mislead mind or judgment of) [n -S] 

DEMAGOGY ADEGGMOY rule of demagog [n -GIES] 

DEMANDER ADDEEMNR one that demands (to ask for with authority) [n -S] 

DEMARCHE ACDEEHMR procedure [n -S] 

DEMEANOR ADEEMNOR manner in which one conducts oneself [n -S] 

DEMENTIA ADEEIMNT mental illness [n -S] 

DEMENTIS DEEIMNST DEMENTI, official denial of published statement [n] 

DEMERARA AADEEMRR coarse light-brown sugar [n -S] 

DEMESNES DEEEMNSS DEMESNE, legal possession of land as one's own [n] 

DEMETONS DEEMNOST DEMETON, insecticide [n] 

DEMIGODS DDEGIMOS DEMIGOD, lesser god [n] 

DEMIJOHN DEHIJMNO narrow-necked jug [n -S] 

DEMILUNE DEEILMNU half-moon [n -S] 

DEMINERS DEEIMNRS DEMINER, one that removes mines (explosive devices) [n] 

DEMINING DEGIIMNN removal of mines [n -S] 
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DEMIREPS DEEIMPRS DEMIREP, prostitute [n] 

DEMISTER DEEIMRST one that defogs (to remove fog from) [n -S] 

DEMIURGE DEEGIMRU magistrate of ancient Greece [n -S] 

DEMIVOLT DEILMOTV half turn made by horse [n -S] 

DEMOCRAT ACDEMORT one who believes in political and social equality [n -S] 

DEMONESS DEEMNOSS female demon [n -ES] 

DEMONIAC ACDEIMNO one regarded as possessed by demon [n -S] 

DEMONISM DEIMMNOS belief in demons [n -S] 

DEMONIST DEIMNOST one who believes in demons (evil spirit) [n -S] 

DEMONYMS DEMMNOSY DEMONYM, name given to geographical group of people [n] 

DEMOTICS CDEIMOST study of people in society [n -S] 

DEMOTION DEIMNOOT act of demoting (to lower in rank or grade) [n -S] 

DEMOTIST DEIMOSTT student of demotic writings [n -S] 

DEMPSTER DEEMPRST deemster (judicial officer of Isle of Man) [n -S] 

DEMURRAL ADELMRRU act of demurring (to object (to argue in opposition)) [n -S] 

DEMURRER DEEMRRRU one that demurs (to object (to argue in opposition)) [n -S] 

DENARIUS ADEINRSU coin of ancient Rome [n -II] 

DENDRITE DDEEINRT branched part of nerve cell [n -S] 

DENDROID DDDEINOR fossil marine invertebrate [n -S] 

DENDRONS DDENNORS DENDRON, dendrite (branched part of nerve cell) [n] 

DENTALIA AADEILNT mollusks with long, tapering shells [n DENTALIA] 

DENTELLE DEEELLNT lacy style of book-cover decoration [n -S] 

DENTICLE CDEEILNT small tooth [n -S] 

DENTINES DEEINNST DENTINE, dentin (hard substance forming body of tooth) [n] 

DENTISTS DEINSSTT DENTIST, one who treats teeth [n] 

DENTURES DEENRSTU DENTURE, set of teeth [n] 

DENUDERS DDEENRSU DENUDER, one that denudes (to strip of all covering) [n] 

DEODANDS ADDDENOS DEODAND, property forfeited to crown under former English law [n] 

DEODARAS AADDEORS DEODARA, deodar (East Indian cedar) [n] 

DEPARTED ADDEEPRT one that has died [n -S] 

DEPARTEE ADEEEPRT one that departs (to go away) [n -S] 

DEPICTER CDEEIPRT one that depicts (to portray (to represent pictorially)) [n -S] 

DEPICTOR CDEIOPRT depicter (one that depicts (to portray)) [n -S] 

DEPLETER DEEELPRT one that depletes (to lessen or exhaust supply of) [n -S] 

DEPLORER DEELOPRR one that deplores (to regret strongly) [n -S] 

DEPLOYER DEELOPRY one that deploys (to position troops for battle) [n -S] 

DEPONENT DEENNOPT one that depones (to testify under oath) [n -S] 

DEPORTEE DEEEOPRT one who is deported [n -S] 

DEPORTER DEEOPRRT one that deports (to expel from country) [n -S] 

DEPOSALS ADELOPSS DEPOSAL, act of deposing (to remove from office) [n] 

DEPOSERS DEEOPRSS DEPOSER, one that deposes (to remove from office) [n] 

DEPRAVER ADEEPRRV one that depraves (to corrupt in morals) [n -S] 

DEPRENYL DEELNPRY drug for treating Parkinson's disease [n -S] 

DEPRIVAL ADEILPRV act of depriving (to take something away from) [n -S] 

DEPRIVER DEEIPRRV one that deprives (to take something away from) [n -S] 

DEPSIDES DDEEIPSS DEPSIDE, aromatic compound [n] 
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DEPUTIES DEEIPSTU DEPUTY, one appointed to act for another [n] 

DERACINE ACDEEINR displaced person [n -S] 

DERANGER ADEEGNRR one that deranges (to disorder (to put out of order)) [n -S] 

DERECHOS CDEEHORS DERECHO, line of intense widespread windstorms [n] 

DERELICT CDEEILRT something abandoned [n -S] 

DERIDERS DDEEIRRS DERIDER, one that derides (to ridicule (to make fun of)) [n] 

DERINGER DEEGINRR short-barreled pistol [n -S] 

DERISION DEIINORS act of deriding (to ridicule (to make fun of)) [n -S] 

DERIVATE ADEEIRTV something derived [n -S] 

DERIVERS DEEIRRSV DERIVER, one that derives (to obtain or receive from source) [n] 

DERMISES DEEIMRSS DERMIS, derma (layer of skin) [n] 

DERMOIDS DDEIMORS DERMOID, cystic tumor [n] 

DERRICKS CDEIKRRS DERRICK, hoisting apparatus [n] 

DERRIERE DEEEIRRR buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump) [n -S] 

DERRISES DEEIRRSS DERRIS, climbing plant [n] 

DESALTER ADEELRST one that desalts (to remove salt from) [n -S] 

DESCENTS CDEENSST DESCENT, act of descending (to come or go down) [n] 

DESCRIER CDEEIRRS one that descries (to discern (to perceive)) [n -S] 

DESEEDER DDEEEERS one that deseeds (to remove seeds from) [n -S] 

DESERTER DEEERRST one that deserts (to abandon (to leave or give up completely)) [n -S] 

DESERVER DEEERRSV one that deserves (to be entitled to or worthy of) [n -S] 

DESIGNEE DEEEGINS one who is designated [n -S] 

DESIGNER DEEGINRS one that designs (to conceive and plan out) [n -S] 

DESIRERS DEEIRRSS DESIRER, one that desires (to wish for) [n] 

DESKTOPS DEKOPSST DESKTOP, top of desk [n] 

DESMOIDS DDEIMOSS DESMOID, very hard tumor [n] 

DESORBER BDEEORRS one that desorbs (to remove by reverse of absorption) [n -S] 

DESPISAL ADEILPSS intense dislike [n -S] 

DESPISER DEEIPRSS one that despises (to loathe (to detest greatly)) [n -S] 

DESSERTS DEERSSST DESSERT, something served as last course of meal [n] 

DESTRIER DEEIRRST warhorse (musical or dramatic work that has been performed to excess) [n -S] 

DETACHER ACDEEHRT one that detaches (to unfasten and separate) [n -S] 

DETAILER ADEEILRT one that details (to report with complete particulars) [n -S] 

DETAINEE ADEEEINT one who is detained [n -S] 

DETAINER ADEEINRT unlawful withholding of another's property [n -S] 

DETECTER CDEEERTT detector (one that detects (to discover or perceive)) [n -S] 

DETECTOR CDEEORTT one that detects (to discover or perceive) [n -S] 

DETENTES DEEENSTT DETENTE, easing of international tension [n] 

DETERGER DEEEGRRT one that deterges (to cleanse (to clean)) [n -S] 

DETERRER DEEERRRT one that deters (to stop from proceeding) [n -S] 

DETESTER DEEERSTT one that detests (to dislike intensely) [n -S] 

DETICKER CDEEIKRT one that deticks (to remove ticks from) [n -S] 

DETINUES DEEINSTU DETINUE, action to recover property wrongfully detained [n] 

DETRITUS DEIRSTTU particles of rock [n DETRITUS] 

DEUTERON DEENORTU atomic particle [n -S] 

DEUTZIAS ADEISTUZ DEUTZIA, ornamental shrub [n] 
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DEVERBAL ABDEELRV word derived from verb [n -S] 

DEVIANCE ACDEEINV behavior of deviant [n -S] 

DEVIANCY ACDEINVY deviance (behavior of deviant) [n -CIES] 

DEVIANTS ADEINSTV DEVIANT, one that deviates from norm [n] 

DEVIATOR ADEIORTV one that deviates (to turn aside from course or norm) [n -S] 

DEVILKIN DEIIKLNV small demon [n -S] 

DEVILTRY DEILRTVY mischief (action that causes irritation, harm, or trouble) [n -RIES] 

DEVISALS ADEILSSV DEVISAL, act of devising (to form in mind) [n] 

DEVISEES DEEEISSV DEVISEE, one to whom will is made [n] 

DEVISERS DEEIRSSV DEVISER, one that devises (to form in mind) [n] 

DEVISORS DEIORSSV DEVISOR, one who makes will [n] 

DEVOTEES DEEEOSTV DEVOTEE, ardent follower or supporter [n] 

DEVOTION DEINOOTV act of devoting (to give oneself wholly to) [n -S] 

DEVOURER DEEORRUV one that devours (to eat up voraciously) [n -S] 

DEWBERRY BDEERRWY edible berry [n -RRIES] 

DEWCLAWS ACDELSWW DEWCLAW, vestigial toe [n] 

DEWDROPS DDEOPRSW DEWDROP, drop of dew [n] 

DEWFALLS ADEFLLSW DEWFALL, formation of dew [n] 

DEWINESS DEEINSSW state of being dewy (moist with dew) [n -ES] 

DEWORMER DEEMORRW one that deworms (to rid of worms) [n -S] 

DEXTRALS ADELRSTX DEXTRAL, right-handed person [n] 

DEXTRANS ADENRSTX DEXTRAN, substance used as blood plasma substitute [n] 

DEXTRINE DEEINRTX dextrin (substance used as adhesive) [n -S] 

DEXTRINS DEINRSTX DEXTRIN, substance used as adhesive [n] 

DEXTROSE DEEORSTX form of glucose [n -S] 

DHANSAKS AADHKNSS DHANSAK, casserole of meats and vegetables [n] 

DHOOLIES DEHILOOS DHOOLY, doolee (stretcher for sick or wounded) [n] 

DHOOTIES DEHIOOST DHOOTIE, dhoti (loincloth worn by Hindu men) [n] 

DHOURRAS ADHORRSU DHOURRA, durra (cereal grain) [n] 

DHURRIES DEHIRRSU DHURRIE, cotton rug made in India [n] 

DIABASES AABDEISS DIABASE, igneous rock [n] 

DIABETES ABDEEIST metabolic disorder [n DIABETES] 

DIABETIC ABCDEIIT one who has diabetes (metabolic disorder) [n -S] 

DIABLERY ABDEILRY sorcery (alleged use of supernatural powers) [n -RIES] 

DIABOLOS ABDILOOS DIABOLO, game requiring manual dexterity [n] 

DIACETYL ACDEILTY biacetyl (chemical flavor enhancer) [n -S] 

DIAGONAL AADGILNO oblique line [n -S] 

DIAGRAPH AADGHIPR drawing device [n -S] 

DIALECTS ACDEILST DIALECT, regional variety of language [n] 

DIALINGS ADGIILNS DIALING, measurement of time by sundials [n] 

DIALISTS ADIILSST DIALIST, dialer (one that dials (to manipulate calibrated disk)) [n] 

DIALLAGE AADEGILL mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

DIALLERS ADEILLRS DIALLER, dialer (one that dials (to manipulate calibrated disk)) [n] 

DIALLING ADGIILLN dialing (measurement of time by sundials) [n -S] 

DIALLIST ADIILLST dialist (dialer (one that dials (dial))) [n -S] 

DIALOGER ADEGILOR one that dialogs (to dialogue (to carry on conversation)) [n -S] 
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DIALYSER ADEILRSY dialyzer (apparatus used for dialysis) [n -S] 

DIALYSES ADEILSSY DIALYSIS, separation of substances in solution by diffusion through membrane [n] 

DIALYSIS ADIILSSY separation of substances in solution by diffusion through membrane [n -SES] 

DIALYZER ADEILRYZ apparatus used for dialysis [n -S] 

DIAMANTE AADEIMNT sparkling decoration [n -S] 

DIAMETER ADEEIMRT straight line passing through center of circle and ending at periphery [n -S] 

DIAMIDES ADDEIIMS DIAMIDE, chemical compound [n] 

DIAMINES ADEIIMNS DIAMINE, chemical compound [n] 

DIANTHUS ADHINSTU ornamental herb [n -ES] 

DIAPASON AADINOPS burst of harmonious sound [n -S] 

DIAPHONE ADEHINOP low-pitched foghorn [n -S] 

DIAPHONY ADHINOPY organum (organon (system of rules for scientific investigation)) [n -NIES] 

DIAPSIDS ADDIIPSS DIAPSID, reptile with two pairs of temporal openings in skull [n] 

DIARISTS ADIIRSST DIARIST, one who keeps diary (personal journal) [n] 

DIARRHEA AADEHIRR intestinal disorder [n -S] 

DIASPORA AADIOPRS migration [n -S] 

DIASPORE ADEIOPRS mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

DIASTASE AADEISST enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

DIASTEMA AADEIMST space between teeth [n -S, -TA] 

DIASTEMS ADEIMSST DIASTEM, interruption in deposition of sediment [n] 

DIASTERS ADEIRSST DIASTER, stage in mitosis [n] 

DIASTOLE ADEILOST normal rhythmical dilation of heart [n -S] 

DIATREME ADEEIMRT volcanic vent produced by gaseous explosions [n -S] 

DIATRIBE ABDEIIRT bitter and abusive criticism [n -S] 

DIATRONS ADINORST DIATRON, circuitry design that uses diodes [n] 

DIAZEPAM AADEIMPZ tranquilizer [n -S] 

DIAZINES ADEIINSZ DIAZINE, chemical compound [n] 

DIAZINON ADIINNOZ insecticide [n -S] 

DIAZOLES ADEILOSZ DIAZOLE, chemical compound [n] 

DIBBLERS BBDEILRS DIBBLER, one that dibbles (to dib (to fish by letting bait bob lightly on water)) [n] 

DIBBUKIM BBDIIKMU DIBBUK, dybbuk (wandering soul in Jewish folklore) [n] 

DICAMBAS AABCDIMS DICAMBA, herbicide [n] 

DICENTRA ACDEINRT perennial herb [n -S] 

DICHASIA AACDHIIS flower clusters [n DICHASIA] 

DICKERER CDEEIKRR one who dickers [n -S] 

DICKHEAD ACDDEHIK inept, foolish, or contemptible person [n -S] 

DICOTYLS CDILOSTY DICOTYL, dicot (plant with two seed leaves) [n] 

DICTATOR ACDIORTT one that dictates (to read aloud for recording) [n -S] 

DICTIONS CDIINOST DICTION, choice and use of words in speech or writing [n] 

DIDAPPER ADDEIPPR dabchick (small grebe) [n -S] 

DIDDLERS DDDEILRS DIDDLER, one that diddles (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [n] 

DIDDLEYS DDDEILSY DIDDLEY, diddly (least amount) [n] 

DIDDLIES DDDEIILS DIDDLY, least amount [n] 

DIDYMIUM DDIIMMUY mixture of rare-earth elements [n -S] 

DIDYNAMY ADDIMNYY state of having four stamens in pairs of unequal length [n -MIES] 

DIEBACKS ABCDEIKS DIEBACK, gradual dying of plant shoots [n] 
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DIEGESES DEEEGISS DIEGESIS, narrative in film [n] 

DIEGESIS DEEGIISS narrative in film [n -SES] 

DIEHARDS ADDEHIRS DIEHARD, stubborn person [n] 

DIELDRIN DDEIILNR insecticide [n -S] 

DIEMAKER ADEEIKMR one that makes dies [n -S] 

DIERESES DEEEIRSS DIERESIS, separation of two vowels into two syllables [n] 

DIERESIS DEEIIRSS separation of two vowels into two syllables [n -SES] 

DIESTERS DEEIRSST DIESTER, type of chemical compound [n] 

DIESTOCK CDEIKOST frame for holding dies [n -S] 

DIESTRUM DEIMRSTU diestrus (period of sexual inactivity) [n -S] 

DIESTRUS DEIRSSTU period of sexual inactivity [n -ES] 

DIETHERS DEEHIRST DIETHER, chemical compound [n] 

DIFFUSER DEFFIRSU one that diffuses (to spread widely or thinly) [n -S] 

DIFFUSOR DFFIORSU diffuser (one that diffuses (to spread widely or thinly)) [n -S] 

DIGAMIES ADEGIIMS DIGAMY, second legal marriage [n] 

DIGAMIST ADGIIMST one who practices digamy (second legal marriage) [n -S] 

DIGAMMAS AADGIMMS DIGAMMA, Greek letter [n] 

DIGERATI ADEGIIRT persons skilled in use of computers [n DIGERATI] 

DIGESTER DEEGIRST apparatus in which substances are softened or decomposed [n -S] 

DIGESTIF DEFGIIST alcoholic drink taken after meal [n -S] 

DIGESTOR DEGIORST digester (apparatus in which substances are softened or decomposed) [n -S] 

DIGGINGS DGGGIINS excavation site [n -S] 

DIGICAMS ACDGIIMS DIGICAM, digital camera [n] 

DIGITALS ADGIILST DIGITAL, piano key [n] 

DIGOXINS DGIINOSX DIGOXIN, drug to improve heart function [n] 

DIGRAPHS ADGHIPRS DIGRAPH, pair of letters representing single speech sound [n] 

DIHEDRAL ADDEHILR dihedron (figure formed by two intersecting planes) [n -S] 

DIHEDRON DDEHINOR figure formed by two intersecting planes [n -S] 

DIHYBRID BDDHIIRY offspring of parents differing in two pairs of genes [n -S] 

DILATANT AADILNTT dilator (one that dilates (to make wider or larger)) [n -S] 

DILATERS ADEILRST DILATER, dilator (one that dilates (to make wider or larger)) [n] 

DILATION ADIILNOT act of dilating (to make wider or larger) [n -S] 

DILATORS ADILORST DILATOR, one that dilates (to make wider or larger) [n] 

DILEMMAS ADEILMMS DILEMMA, perplexing situation [n] 

DILLWEED DDEEILLW leaves of dill plant [n -S] 

DILUENTS DEILNSTU DILUENT, diluting substance [n] 

DILUTERS DEILRSTU DILUTER, one that dilutes (to thin or reduce concentration of) [n] 

DILUTION DIILNOTU act of diluting (to thin or reduce concentration of) [n -S] 

DILUTORS DILORSTU DILUTOR, diluter (one that dilutes (to thin or reduce concentration of)) [n] 

DILUVION DIILNOUV diluvium (coarse rock material deposited by glaciers) [n -S] 

DILUVIUM DIILMUUV coarse rock material deposited by glaciers [n -IA, -S] 

DIMERISM DEIIMMRS state of being dimerous (composed of two parts) [n -S] 

DIMETERS DEEIMRST DIMETER, verse of two metrical feet [n] 

DIMETHYL DEHILMTY ethane (gaseous hydrocarbon) [n -S] 

DIMITIES DEIIIMST DIMITY, cotton fabric [n] 

DIMORPHS DHIMOPRS DIMORPH, either of two distinct forms [n] 
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DINETTES DEEINSTT DINETTE, small dining room [n] 

DINGBATS ABDGINST DINGBAT, typographical ornament [n] 

DINGHIES DEGHIINS DINGHY, small boat [n] 

DINGUSES DEGINSSU DINGUS, doodad (article whose name is unknown or forgotten) [n] 

DINOSAUR ADINORSU one of group of extinct reptiles [n -S] 

DIOBOLON BDILNOOO diobol (coin of ancient Greece) [n -S] 

DIOCESAN ACDEINOS bishop [n -S] 

DIOCESES CDEEIOSS DIOCESE, ecclesiastical district [n] 

DIOECIES CDEEIIOS DIOECY, dioecism (state of being dioicous (unisexual)) [n] 

DIOECISM CDEIIMOS state of being dioicous (unisexual) [n -S] 

DIOLEFIN DEFIILNO hydrocarbon [n -S] 

DIOPSIDE DDEIIOPS mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

DIOPTASE ADEIOPST mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

DIOPTERS DEIOPRST DIOPTER, measure of refractive power [n] 

DIOPTRES DEIOPRST DIOPTRE, diopter (measure of refractive power) [n] 

DIORAMAS AADIMORS DIORAMA, three-dimensional exhibit [n] 

DIORITES DEIIORST DIORITE, igneous rock [n] 

DIOXANES ADEINOSX DIOXANE, flammable liquid [n] 

DIOXIDES DDEIIOSX DIOXIDE, type of oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical) [n] 

DIPHENYL DEHILNPY biphenyl (hydrocarbon) [n -S] 

DIPLEGIA ADEGIILP paralysis of same part on both sides of body [n -S] 

DIPLEXER DEEILPRX coupling device [n -S] 

DIPLOIDS DDIILOPS DIPLOID, cell having basic chromosome number doubled [n] 

DIPLOIDY DDIILOPY condition of being diploid [n -DIES] 

DIPLOMAS ADILMOPS DIPLOMA, certificate of academic degree [n] 

DIPLOMAT ADILMOPT governmental official [n -S] 

DIPLONTS DILNOPST DIPLONT, organism having particular chromosomal structure [n] 

DIPLOPIA ADIILOPP double vision [n -S] 

DIPLOPOD DDILOOPP multi-legged insect [n -S] 

DIPLOSES DEILOPSS DIPLOSIS, method of chromosome formation [n] 

DIPLOSIS DIILOPSS method of chromosome formation [n -SES] 

DIPNOANS ADINNOPS DIPNOAN, lungfish (type of fish) [n] 

DIPODIES DDEIIOPS DIPODY, dimeter (verse of two metrical feet) [n] 

DIPSADES ADDEIPSS DIPSAS, fabled serpent [n] 

DIPSHITS DHIIPSST DIPSHIT, offensive word [n] 

DIPSTICK CDIIKPST measuring rod [n -S] 

DIPTERAN ADEINPRT two-winged fly [n -S] 

DIPTERON DEINOPRT dipteran (two-winged fly) [n -RA] 

DIPTYCAS ACDIPSTY DIPTYCA, diptych (ancient writing tablet) [n] 

DIPTYCHS CDHIPSTY DIPTYCH, ancient writing tablet [n] 

DIRECTOR CDEIORRT one that directs (to control or conduct affairs of) [n -S] 

DIRENESS DEEINRSS state of being dire (disastrous) [n -ES] 

DIRTBAGS ABDGIRST DIRTBAG, dirty or contemptible person [n] 

DIRTBALL ABDILLRT dirty or contemptible person [n -S] 

DISABLER ABDEILRS one that disables (to render incapable or unable) [n -S] 

DISARMER ADEIMRRS one that disarms (to deprive of weapons) [n -S] 
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DISASTER ADEIRSST calamity (grievous misfortune) [n -S] 

DISCOIDS CDDIIOSS DISCOID, disk [n] 

DISCUSES CDEISSSU DISCUS, disk hurled in athletic competition [n] 

DISEUSES DEEISSSU DISEUSE, female entertainer [n] 

DISHFULS DFHILSSU DISHFUL, as much as dish can hold [n] 

DISHPANS ADHINPSS DISHPAN, pan for washing dishes [n] 

DISHRAGS ADGHIRSS DISHRAG, cloth for washing dishes [n] 

DISHWARE ADEHIRSW tableware used in serving food [n -S] 

DISJUNCT CDIJNSTU alternative in logical disjunction [n -S] 

DISKETTE DEEIKSTT floppy disk for computer [n -S] 

DISLIKER DEIIKLRS one that dislikes (to regard with aversion) [n -S] 

DISOMIES DEIIMOSS DISOMY, condition of being disomic [n] 

DISOWNER DEINORSW one that disowns (to deny ownership of) [n -S] 

DISPOSAL ADILOPSS act of disposing (to put in place) [n -S] 

DISPOSER DEIOPRSS one that disposes (to put in place) [n -S] 

DISPROOF DFIOOPRS act of disproving (to refute (to prove to be false or erroneous)) [n -S] 

DISPUTER DEIPRSTU one that disputes (to argue about) [n -S] 

DISROBER BDEIORRS one that disrobes (to undress (to remove one's clothing)) [n -S] 

DISSAVER ADEIRSSV one that dissaves (to use savings for current expenses) [n -S] 

DISTAFFS ADFFISST DISTAFF, type of staff [n] 

DISTAVES ADEISSTV DISTAFF, type of staff [n] 

DISTICHS CDHIISST DISTICH, couplet (pair of successive lines of verse) [n] 

DISTOMES DEIMOSST DISTOME, parasitic flatworm [n] 

DISULFID DDFIILSU chemical compound [n -S] 

DISUNION DIINNOSU state of being disunited [n -S] 

DISUNITY DIINSTUY lack of unity [n -S] 

DITCHERS CDEHIRST DITCHER, one that ditches (to dig long, narrow excavation in ground) [n] 

DITHEISM DEHIIMST belief in two coequal gods [n -S] 

DITHEIST DEHIISTT adherent of ditheism (belief in two coequal gods) [n -S] 

DITHERER DEEHIRRT one that dithers (to act nervously or indecisively) [n -S] 

DIURESES DEEIRSSU DIURESIS, excessive discharge of urine [n] 

DIURESIS DEIIRSSU excessive discharge of urine [n -SES] 

DIURETIC CDEIIRTU drug which increases urinary discharge [n -S] 

DIURNALS ADILNRSU DIURNAL, diary (personal journal) [n] 

DIVERTER DEEIRRTV one that diverts (to turn aside) [n -S] 

DIVIDEND DDDEIINV quantity to be divided [n -S] 

DIVIDERS DDEIIRSV DIVIDER, one that divides (to separate into parts, areas, or groups) [n] 

DIVINERS DEIINRSV DIVINER, one that divines (to foretell by occult means) [n] 

DIVINITY DIIINTVY state of being divine (pertaining to or characteristic of god) [n -TIES] 

DIVISION DIIINOSV act of dividing (to separate into parts, areas, or groups) [n -S] 

DIVISORS DIIORSSV DIVISOR, number by which dividend is divided [n] 

DIVORCEE CDEEIORV divorced woman [n -S] 

DIVORCER CDEIORRV one that divorces (to terminate marriage contract between) [n -S] 

DIVULGER DEGILRUV one that divulges (to reveal (to make known)) [n -S] 

DJELLABA AABDEJLL long hooded garment [n -S] 

DJIBBAHS ABBDHIJS DJIBBAH, jibba (long coat worn by Muslim men) [n] 
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DOBLONES BDELNOOS DOBLON, former gold coin of Spain and Spanish America [n] 

DOCILITY CDIILOTY quality of being docile (easily trained) [n -TIES] 

DOCKAGES ACDEGKOS DOCKAGE, charge for use of dock [n] 

DOCKHAND ACDDHKNO docker (dock worker) [n -S] 

DOCKLAND ACDDKLNO part of port occupied by docks [n -S] 

DOCKSIDE CDDEIKOS area adjacent to dock [n -S] 

DOCKYARD ACDDKORY shipyard (place where ships are built or repaired) [n -S] 

DOCTRINE CDEINORT belief or set of beliefs taught or advocated [n -S] 

DOCUSOAP ACDOOPSU television series about activities of real people [n -S] 

DODDERER DDDEEORR one that dodders (to totter (to walk unsteadily)) [n -S] 

DODOISMS DDIMOOSS DODOISM, stupid remark [n] 

DOESKINS DEIKNOSS DOESKIN, skin of doe [n] 

DOGBANES ABDEGNOS DOGBANE, perennial herb [n] 

DOGBERRY BDEGORRY wild berry [n -RRIES] 

DOGCARTS ACDGORST DOGCART, one-horse carriage [n] 

DOGEDOMS DDEGMOOS DOGEDOM, domain of doge [n] 

DOGESHIP DEGHIOPS office of doge (chief magistrate in former republics of Venice and Genoa) [n -S] 

DOGFACES ACDEFGOS DOGFACE, soldier in U.S. Army [n] 

DOGGEREL DEEGGLOR trivial, awkwardly written verse [n -S] 

DOGGRELS DEGGLORS DOGGREL, doggerel (trivial, awkwardly written verse) [n] 

DOGHOUSE DEGHOOSU shelter for dog [n -S] 

DOGNAPER ADEGNOPR one that dognaps (to steal dog) [n -S] 

DOGSBODY BDDGOOSY menial worker [n -DIES] 

DOGSKINS DGIKNOSS DOGSKIN, leather made from skin of dog [n] 

DOGSTAIL ADGILOST grass with spiky flower heads [n -S] 

DOGTAILS ADGILOST DOGTAIL, type of grass [n] 

DOGTEETH DEEGHOTT DOGTOOTH, cuspid (pointed tooth) [n] 

DOGTOOTH DGHOOOTT cuspid (pointed tooth) [n -TEETH] 

DOGVANES ADEGNOSV DOGVANE, small vane [n] 

DOGWATCH ACDGHOTW short period of watch duty on ship [n -ES] 

DOGWOODS DDGOOOSW DOGWOOD, tree [n] 

DOLCETTO CDELOOTT red wine of Italy [n -S] 

DOLDRUMS DDLMORSU slump or slack period [n -S] 

DOLERITE DEEILORT variety of basalt [n -S] 

DOLMADES ADDELMOS DOLMA, stuffed grape leaf [n] 

DOLOMITE DEILMOOT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

DOLPHINS DHILNOPS DOLPHIN, marine mammal [n] 

DOMAINES ADEIMNOS DOMAINE, vineyard in Burgundy [n] 

DOMESDAY ADDEMOSY doomsday (judgment day) [n -S] 

DOMESTIC CDEIMOST household servant [n -S] 

DOMINANT ADIMNNOT controlling genetic character [n -S] 

DOMINICK CDIIKMNO one of American breed of chickens [n -S] 

DOMINIES DEIIMNOS DOMINIE, clergyman [n] 

DOMINION DIIMNNOO supreme authority [n -S] 

DOMINIUM DIIMMNOU right of ownership and control of property [n -S] 

DOMINOES DEIMNOOS DOMINO, small mask [n] 
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DONATION ADINNOOT something donated [n -S] 

DONATIVE ADEINOTV donation (something donated) [n -S] 

DONATORS ADNOORST DONATOR, donor (one that donates (to contribute)) [n] 

DONEGALS ADEGLNOS DONEGAL, type of tweed (coarse woolen fabric) [n] 

DONENESS DEENNOSS state of being cooked enough [n -ES] 

DONGOLAS ADGLNOOS DONGOLA, type of leather [n] 

DONNIKER DEIKNNOR bathroom or privy [n -S] 

DONSHIPS DHINOPSS DONSHIP, position of don (senior member of British university) [n] 

DOODLERS DDELOORS DOODLER, one that doodles (to draw or scribble aimlessly) [n] 

DOOFUSES DEFOOSSU DOOFUS, stupid or foolish person [n] 

DOOMSDAY ADDMOOSY judgment day [n -S] 

DOOMSTER DEMOORST judge [n -S] 

DOORBELL BDELLOOR bell at door [n -S] 

DOORCASE ACDEOORS frame for door [n -S] 

DOORJAMB ABDJMOOR vertical piece at side of doorway [n -S] 

DOORKNOB BDKNOOOR handle for opening door [n -S] 

DOORMATS ADMOORST DOORMAT, mat placed in front of door [n] 

DOORNAIL ADILNOOR large-headed nail [n -S] 

DOORPOST DOOOPRST doorjamb (vertical piece at side of doorway) [n -S] 

DOORSILL DILLOORS sill of door [n -S] 

DOORSTEP DEOOPRST step leading to door [n -S] 

DOORSTOP DOOOPRST object used for holding door open [n -S] 

DOORWAYS ADOORSWY DOORWAY, entranceway to room or building [n] 

DOORYARD ADDOORRY yard in front of house [n -S] 

DOPAMINE ADEIMNOP form of dopa used to stimulate heart [n -S] 

DOPEHEAD ADDEEHOP drug addict [n -S] 

DOPESTER DEEOPRST one who predicts outcomes of contests [n -S] 

DOPINESS DEINOPSS state of being dopey (lethargic; stupid) [n -ES] 

DORHAWKS ADHKORSW DORHAWK, nocturnal bird [n] 

DORMANCY ACDMNORY state of being dormant (lying asleep) [n -CIES] 

DORMOUSE DEMOORSU small rodent [n -MICE] 

DORNECKS CDEKNORS DORNECK, dornick (heavy linen fabric) [n] 

DORNICKS CDIKNORS DORNICK, heavy linen fabric [n] 

DORNOCKS CDKNOORS DORNOCK, dornick (heavy linen fabric) [n] 

DOSSERET DEEORSST block resting on capital of column [n -S] 

DOSSIERS DEIORSSS DOSSIER, file of papers on single subject [n] 

DOTATION ADINOOTT endowment [n -S] 

DOTTEREL DEELORTT shorebird [n -S] 

DOTTRELS DELORSTT DOTTREL, dotterel (shorebird) [n] 

DOUBLERS BDELORSU DOUBLER, one that doubles (to make twice as great) [n] 

DOUBLETS BDELOSTU DOUBLET, close-fitting jacket [n] 

DOUBLOON BDLNOOOU former Spanish gold coin [n -S] 

DOUBLURE BDELORUU lining of book cover [n -S] 

DOUBTERS BDEORSTU DOUBTER, one that doubts (to be uncertain about) [n] 

DOUCEURS CDEORSUU DOUCEUR, gratuity (gift of money) [n] 

DOUCHING CDGHINOU cleansing with jet of water [n -S]  
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DOUGHBOY BDGHOOUY infantryman [n -S] 

DOUGHNUT DGHNOTUU ring-shaped cake [n -S] 

DOUPIONI DIINOOPU silk yarn [n -S] 

DOURINES DEINORSU DOURINE, disease of horses [n] 

DOURNESS DENORSSU state of being dour (sullen (showing brooding ill humor or resentment)) [n -ES] 

DOUZEPER DEEOPRUZ one of twelve legendary knights [n -S] 

DOVECOTE CDEEOOTV roost for domesticated pigeons [n -S] 

DOVECOTS CDEOOSTV DOVECOT, dovecote (roost for domesticated pigeons) [n] 

DOVEKEYS DEEKOSVY DOVEKEY, dovekie (seabird (bird frequenting ocean or seacoast)) [n] 

DOVEKIES DEEIKOSV DOVEKIE, seabird (bird frequenting ocean or seacoast) [n] 

DOWAGERS ADEGORSW DOWAGER, dignified elderly woman [n] 

DOWELING DEGILNOW cylindrical rod [n -S]  

DOWERIES DEEIORSW DOWERY, dowry (money or property wife brings to her husband at marriage) [n] 

DOWNBEAT ABDENOTW first beat of musical measure [n -S] 

DOWNBOWS BDNOOSWW DOWNBOW, type of stroke in playing bowed instrument [n] 

DOWNCAST ACDNOSTW overthrow or ruin [n -S] 

DOWNCOME CDEMNOOW downfall (sudden fall) [n -S] 

DOWNFALL ADFLLNOW sudden fall [n -S] 

DOWNHAUL ADHLNOUW rope for hauling down sails [n -S] 

DOWNHILL DHILLNOW downward slope [n -S] 

DOWNLAND ADDLNNOW rolling treeless upland [n -S] 

DOWNPIPE DEINOPPW pipe for draining water from roof [n -S] 

DOWNPOUR DNOOPRUW heavy rain [n -S] 

DOWNSIDE DDEINOSW negative aspect [n -S] 

DOWNSPIN DINNOPSW spinning motion [n -S] 

DOWNTICK CDIKNOTW stock market transaction [n -S] 

DOWNTIME DEIMNOTW time when machine or factory is inactive [n -S] 

DOWNTOWN DNNOOTWW business district of city [n -S] 

DOWNTURN DNNORTUW downward turn [n -S] 

DOWNWARP ADNOPRWW broad surface depression [n -S] 

DOWNWASH ADHNOSWW downward deflection of air [n -ES] 

DOWSABEL ABDELOSW sweetheart [n -S] 

DOWSINGS DGINOSSW DOWSING, technique for searching for underground water [n] 

DOXOLOGY DGLOOOXY hymn or verse of praise to God [n -GIES] 

DOXXINGS DGINOSXX DOXXING, act of doxxing [n] 

DOYENNES DEENNOSY DOYENNE, female doyen [n] 

DOZENTHS DEHNOSTZ DOZENTH, twelfth (number twelve in series) [n] 

DOZINESS DEINOSSZ state of being dozy (drowsy (sleepy (ready or inclined to sleep))) [n -ES] 

DRABBETS ABBDERST DRABBET, coarse linen fabric [n] 

DRABNESS ABDENRSS quality of being drab (cheerless) [n -S] 

DRACAENA AAACDENR tropical plant [n -S] 

DRACENAS AACDENRS DRACENA, dracaena (tropical plant) [n] 

DRACHMAE AACDEHMR DRACHMA, former monetary unit of Greece [n] 

DRACHMAI AACDHIMR DRACHMA, former monetary unit of Greece [n] 

DRACHMAS AACDHMRS DRACHMA, former monetary unit of Greece [n] 

DRAFTEES ADEEFRST DRAFTEE, one that is drafted [n] 
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DRAFTERS ADEFRRST DRAFTER, one that drafts (to conscript for military service) [n] 

DRAFTING ADFGINRT mechanical drawing [n -S]  

DRAGGERS ADEGGRRS DRAGGER, one that drags (to pull along ground) [n] 

DRAGLINE ADEGILNR line used for dragging [n -S] 

DRAGNETS ADEGNRST DRAGNET, net for trawling [n] 

DRAGOMAN AADGMNOR interpreter in Near Eastern countries [n -S, -MEN] 

DRAGOMEN ADEGMNOR DRAGOMAN, interpreter in Near Eastern countries [n] 

DRAGONET ADEGNORT marine fish [n -S] 

DRAGROPE ADEGOPRR rope used for dragging [n -S] 

DRAGSTER ADEGRRST vehicle used in drag racing [n -S] 

DRAINAGE AADEGINR act of draining (to draw off liquid) [n -S] 

DRAINERS ADEINRRS DRAINER, one that drains (to draw off liquid) [n] 

DRAMMOCK ACDKMMOR raw oatmeal mixed with cold water [n -S] 

DRAMSHOP ADHMOPRS barroom (room where liquor is sold) [n -S] 

DRAWBACK AABCDKRW hindrance [n -S] 

DRAWBARS AABDRRSW DRAWBAR, railroad coupler [n] 

DRAWBORE ABDEORRW hole for joining mortise and tenon [n -S] 

DRAWCORD ACDDORRW cord for drawing garment tight [n -S] 

DRAWDOWN ADDNORWW lowering of water level [n -S] 

DRAWINGS ADGINRSW DRAWING, portrayal in lines of form or figure [n] 

DRAWLERS ADELRRSW DRAWLER, one that drawls (to speak slowly with vowels greatly prolonged) [n] 

DRAWTUBE ABDERTUW tube that slides within another tube [n -S] 

DRAYAGES AADEGRSY DRAYAGE, transportation by dray [n] 

DREADFUL ADDEFLRU publication containing sensational material [n -S] 

DREAMERS ADEEMRRS DREAMER, one that dreams (to have dream (series of images occurring during sleep)) [n] 

DREARIES ADEEIRRS DREARY, dismal person [n] 

DREDGERS DDEEGRRS DREDGER, one that dredges (to clear with dredge (machine for scooping mud)) [n] 

DREDGING DDEGGINR matter that is dredged up [n -S]  

DREIDELS DDEEILRS DREIDEL, spinning toy [n] 

DRENCHER CDEEHNRR one that drenches (to wet thoroughly) [n -S] 

DRESSAGE ADEEGRSS training of horse in obedience and deportment [n -S] 

DRESSERS DEERRSSS DRESSER, one that dresses (to put clothes on) [n] 

DRESSING DEGINRSS material applied to cover wound [n -S]  

DRIBBLER BBDEILRR one that dribbles (to drivel (to let saliva flow from mouth)) [n -S] 

DRIBBLET BBDEILRT driblet (small drop of liquid) [n -S] 

DRIBLETS BDEILRST DRIBLET, small drop of liquid [n] 

DRIFTAGE ADEFGIRT act of drifting (to move along in current) [n -S] 

DRIFTERS DEFIRRST DRIFTER, one that drifts (to move along in current) [n] 

DRIFTNET DEFINRTT large fishnet arranged to drift with tide or current [n -S] 

DRIFTPIN DFIINPRT metal rod for securing timbers [n -S] 

DRILLERS DEILLRRS DRILLER, one that drills (to bore hole in) [n] 

DRILLING DGIILLNR heavy twilled cotton fabric [n -S]  

DRINKERS DEIKNRRS DRINKER, one that drinks (to swallow liquid) [n] 

DRINKING DGIIKNNR habit of drinking alcoholic beverages [n -S] 

DRIPPERS DEIPPRRS DRIPPER, something from which liquid drips [n] 

DRIPPING DGIINPPR juice drawn from meat during cooking [n -S]  
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DRIVELER DEEILRRV one that drivels (to let saliva flow from mouth) [n -S] 

DRIVEWAY ADEIRVWY private road providing access to building [n -S] 

DRIVINGS DGIINRSV DRIVING, management of motor vehicle [n] 

DROLLERY DELLORRY something droll [n -RIES] 

DROMONDS DDMNOORS DROMOND, large fast-sailing medieval galley [n] 

DRONGOES DEGNOORS DRONGO, tropical bird [n] 

DROPDOWN DDNOOPRW type of computer menu [n -S]  

DROPHEAD ADDEHOPR convertible car [n -S] 

DROPKICK CDIKKOPR type of kick in football [n -S] 

DROPLETS DELOPRST DROPLET, tiny drop [n] 

DROPOUTS DOOPRSTU DROPOUT, one who quits school prematurely [n] 

DROPPERS DEOPPRRS DROPPER, tube for dispensing liquid in drops [n] 

DROPPING DGINOPPR something that has been dropped [n -S]  

DROPSEED DDEEOPRS type of grass [n -S] 

DROPSHOT DHOOPRST type of shot in tennis [n -S] 

DROPSIES DEIOPRSS DROPSY, excessive accumulation of serous fluid [n] 

DROPTOPS DOOPPRST DROPTOP, convertible automobile [n] 

DROPWORT DOOPRRTW perennial herb [n -S] 

DROSERAS ADEORRSS DROSERA, sundew (marsh plant) [n] 

DROSKIES DEIKORSS DROSKY, droshky (open carriage) [n] 

DROUGHTS DGHORSTU DROUGHT, dry period [n] 

DROVINGS DGINORSV DROVING, work of drover [n] 

DROWNERS DENORRSW DROWNER, one that drowns (to suffocate in water) [n] 

DRUBBERS BBDERRSU DRUBBER, one that drubs (to beat severely) [n] 

DRUBBING BBDGINRU severe beating [n -S] 

DRUDGERS DDEGRRSU DRUDGER, one that drudges (to do hard, menial, or tedious work) [n] 

DRUDGERY DDEGRRUY hard, menial, or tedious work [n -RIES] 

DRUGGETS DEGGRSTU DRUGGET, coarse woolen fabric [n] 

DRUGGIES DEGGIRSU DRUGGIE, drug addict [n] 

DRUGGIST DGGIRSTU pharmacist [n -S] 

DRUIDESS DDEIRSSU female druid [n -ES] 

DRUIDISM DDIIMRSU religious system of druids [n -S] 

DRUMBEAT ABDEMRTU sound of drum [n -S] 

DRUMFIRE DEFIMRRU heavy, continuous gunfire [n -S] 

DRUMFISH DFHIMRSU fish that makes drumming sound [n -ES] 

DRUMHEAD ADDEHMRU material stretched over end of drum [n -S] 

DRUMLINS DILMNRSU DRUMLIN, long hill of glacial drift [n] 

DRUMMERS DEMMRRSU DRUMMER, one that drums (to beat drum (percussion instrument)) [n] 

DRUMMING DGIMMNRU act of beating drum [n -S] 

DRUMROLL DLLMORRU roll played on drum [n -S] 

DRUNKARD ADDKNRRU one who is habitually drunk [n -S] 

DRUPELET DEELPRTU small drupe [n -S] 

DRUTHERS DEHRRSTU DRUTHER, one's preference [n] 

DRYLANDS ADDLNRSY DRYLAND, arid region [n] 

DRYPOINT DINOPRTY method of engraving [n -S] 

DRYSUITS DIRSSTUY DRYSUIT, waterproof rubber suit worn by divers [n] 
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DRYWELLS DELLRSWY DRYWELL, hole for receiving drainage from roof [n] 

DUALISMS ADILMSSU DUALISM, philosophical theory [n] 

DUALISTS ADILSSTU DUALIST, adherent of dualism (philosophical theory) [n] 

DUALLIES ADEILLSU DUALLIE, dually (pickup truck with double rear wheels) [n] / DUALLY [n] 

DUATHLON ADHLNOTU long-distance race involving running and bicycling [n -S] 

DUBBINGS BBDGINSU DUBBING, material for softening and waterproofing leather [n] 

DUBNIUMS BDIMNSUU DUBNIUM, radioactive element [n] 

DUBONNET BDENNOTU red color [n -S] 

DUBSTEPS BDEPSSTU DUBSTEP, type of electronic dance music [n] 

DUCKBILL BCDIKLLU platypus (aquatic mammal) [n -S] 

DUCKLING CDGIKLNU young duck [n -S] 

DUCKPINS CDIKNPSU DUCKPIN, type of bowling pin [n] 

DUCKTAIL ACDIKLTU style of haircut [n -S] 

DUCKWEED CDDEEKUW aquatic plant [n -S] 

DUCTINGS CDGINSTU DUCTING, system of ducts [n] 

DUCTULES CDELSTUU DUCTULE, small duct [n] 

DUCTWORK CDKORTUW system of ducts [n -S] 

DUDENESS DDEENSSU state of being dude (dandy) [n -ES] 

DUDETTES DDEESTTU DUDETTE, dudish female [n] 

DUDGEONS DDEGNOSU DUDGEON, feeling of resentment [n] 

DUECENTO CDEENOTU thirteenth century [n -S] 

DUELINGS DEGILNSU DUELING, contest between two persons with deadly weapons [n] 

DUELISTS DEILSSTU DUELIST, dueler (one that duels (to fight formally)) [n] 

DUELLERS DEELLRSU DUELLER, dueler (one that duels (to fight formally)) [n] 

DUELLING DEGILLNU dueling (contest between two persons with deadly weapons) [n -S] 

DUELLIST DEILLSTU duelist (dueler (one that duels (duel))) [n -S] 

DUETTIST DEISTTTU participant in duet [n -S] 

DUKEDOMS DDEKMOSU DUKEDOM, duchy (domain of duke) [n] 

DULCIANA AACDILNU soft-toned organ stop [n -S] 

DULCIANS ACDILNSU DULCIAN, early type of bassoon [n] 

DULCIMER CDEILMRU stringed instrument [n -S] 

DULCINEA ACDEILNU sweetheart [n -S] 

DULLARDS ADDLLRSU DULLARD, dolt (stupid person) [n] 

DULLNESS DELLNSSU state of being dull (mentally slow) [n -ES] 

DUMBBELL BBDELLMU weight lifted for muscular exercise [n -S] 

DUMBCANE ABCDEMNU tropical plant [n -S] 

DUMBHEAD ABDDEHMU stupid person [n -S] 

DUMBNESS BDEMNSSU state of being dumb (incapable of speech) [n -ES] 

DUMBSHOW BDHMOSUW presentation in which communication is solely by signs and gestures [n -S] 

DUMMKOPF DFKMMOPU dolt (stupid person) [n -S] 

DUMPCART ACDMPRTU type of cart [n -S] 

DUMPINGS DGIMNPSU DUMPING, selling of large quantities of goods at below market price [n] 

DUMPLING DGILMNPU ball of dough cooked with stew or soup [n -S] 

DUMPSITE DEIMPSTU place for dumping rubbish [n -S] 

DUMPSTER DEMPRSTU trademark [n -S] 

DUNELAND ADDELNNU area having many dunes [n -S] 
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DUNGAREE ADEEGNRU coarse cotton fabric [n -S] 

DUNGHEAP ADEGHNPU dunghill (heap of manure) [n -S] 

DUNGHILL DGHILLNU heap of manure [n -S] 

DUNKINGS DGIKNNSU DUNKING, act of dipping something into liquid [n] 

DUNNAGES ADEGNNSU DUNNAGE, packing material used to protect cargo [n] 

DUNNITES DEINNSTU DUNNITE, explosive [n] 

DUODENUM DDEMNOUU first portion of small intestine [n -NA, -S] 

DUOLOGUE DEGLOOUU conversation between two persons [n -S] 

DUOPSONY DNOOPSUY market condition existing when there are two buyers only [n -NIES] 

DUOTONES DENOOSTU DUOTONE, illustration in two tones [n] 

DUPATTAS AADPSTTU DUPATTA, scarf or headdress worn by some Muslim women [n] 

DUPERIES DEEIPRSU DUPERY, act of duping (to deceive (to mislead by falsehood)) [n] 

DUPLEXER DEELPRUX electronic switching device [n -S] 

DURABLES ABDELRSU durable goods [n -S] 

DURAMENS ADEMNRSU DURAMEN, central wood of tree [n] 

DURANCES ACDENRSU DURANCE, restraint by or as if by physical force [n] 

DURATION ADINORTU continuance in time [n -S] 

DURATIVE ADEIRTUV type of verb (word used to express act, occurrence, or mode of being) [n -S] 

DURESSES DEERSSSU DURESS, compulsion by threat [n] 

DURMASTS ADMRSSTU DURMAST, European oak [n] 

DUSTBALL ABDLLSTU ball of dust [n -S] 

DUSTBINS BDINSSTU DUSTBIN, trash can [n] 

DUSTCART ACDRSTTU garbage truck [n -S] 

DUSTHEAP ADEHPSTU pile of trash [n -S] 

DUSTINGS DGINSSTU DUSTING, light sprinkling [n] 

DUSTOFFS DFFOSSTU DUSTOFF, military helicopter for evacuating wounded [n] 

DUSTPANS ADNPSSTU DUSTPAN, pan for holding swept dust [n] 

DUSTRAGS ADGRSSTU DUSTRAG, rag used for dusting [n] 

DUTCHMAN ACDHMNTU something used to hide structural defects [n -MEN] 

DUTCHMEN CDEHMNTU DUTCHMAN, something used to hide structural defects [n] 

DUUMVIRI DIIMRUUV DUUMVIR, magistrate of ancient Rome [n] 

DUUMVIRS DIMRSUUV DUUMVIR, magistrate of ancient Rome [n] 

DUVETINE DEEINTUV duvetyn (soft fabric) [n -S] 

DUVETYNE DEENTUVY duvetyn (soft fabric) [n -S] 

DUVETYNS DENSTUVY DUVETYN, soft fabric [n] 

DUXELLES DEELLSUX garnish or sauce with minced mushrooms [n -S] 

DWARFISM ADFIMRSW condition of stunted growth [n -S] 

DWELLERS DEELLRSW DWELLER, one that dwells (to reside (to dwell permanently or continuously)) [n] 

DWELLING DEGILLNW place of residence [n -S] 

DYBBUKIM BBDIKMUY DYBBUK, wandering soul in Jewish folklore [n] 

DYESTUFF DEFFSTUY dye [n -S] 

DYEWEEDS DDEEESWY DYEWEED, shrub that yields yellow dye [n] 

DYEWOODS DDEOOSWY DYEWOOD, wood from which dye is extracted [n] 

DYNAMICS ACDIMNSY DYNAMIC, physical force [n] 

DYNAMISM ADIMMNSY theory that explains universe in terms of force or energy [n -S] 

DYNAMIST ADIMNSTY adherent of dynamism (theory that explains universe in terms of force or energy) [n -S] 
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DYNATRON ADNNORTY type of electron tube [n -S] 

DYSLALIA AADILLSY inability to articulate speech [n -S] 

DYSLEXIA ADEILSXY impairment of ability to read [n -S] 

DYSLEXIC CDEILSXY one who is affected with dyslexia [n -S] 

DYSPEPSY DEPPSSYY indigestion [n -SIES] 

DYSPNEAS ADENPSSY DYSPNEA, labored breathing [n] 

DYSPNOEA ADENOPSY dyspnea (labored breathing) [n -S] 

DYSTAXIA AADISTXY form of muscular tremor [n -S] 

DYSTOCIA ACDIOSTY difficult labor and delivery in childbirth [n -S] 

DYSTONIA ADINOSTY condition of disordered tonicity of muscle tissue [n -S] 

DYSTOPIA ADIOPSTY wretched place [n -S] 

DYSURIAS ADIRSSUY DYSURIA, painful urination [n] 


